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Abstract— Creating Non-Player Characters (NPCs) that can
react robustly to unforeseen player behaviour or novel game
content is difficult and time-consuming. This hinders the design
of believable characters, and the inclusion of NPCs in games
that rely heavily on procedural content generation. We have
previously addressed this challenge by means of empowerment,
a model of intrinsic motivation, and demonstrated how a
coupled empowerment maximisation (CEM) policy can yield
generic, companion-like behaviour. In this paper, we extend
the CEM framework with a minimisation policy to give rise
to adversarial behaviour. We conduct a qualitative, exploratory
study in a dungeon-crawler game, demonstrating that CEM
can exploit the affordances of different content facets in
adaptive adversarial behaviour without modifications to the
policy. Changes to the level design, underlying mechanics and
our character’s actions do not threaten our NPC’s robustness,
but yield new and surprising ways to be mean.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-Player Characters (NPCs) in video games serve many
purposes: they can be quest givers, conversation partners,
leaders, sidekicks or other kinds of collaborators [1]. But
in many cases they are adversaries. Adversarial NPCs also
come in many forms, their behaviour varying according to
the game genre, the design affordances, and the underlying
algorithms. Treanor et al. [2] make the fundamental distinc-
tion between AI as Adversary and AI as Villain. Adversaries
are designed to defeat the player without resorting to cheat-
ing, e.g. an AI for Chess or Go. The objective of an NPC
villain in contrast is not to defeat the player but to create an
interesting challenge which can be overcome eventually. We
refer to both types simply as adversaries.
Irrespective of the type, an NPC’s primary goal is usually
to convey a special player experience. A substantial part
of this experience is shaped by the believability of their
behaviour [1]: a believable adversary can, amongst others,
adapt to changes in the world and allows the player to
attribute goal-ownership. In existing adversary AI however,
these attributes are either not present, or very shallow.
NPCs in video games are largely hand-authored, using
representations such as finite state machines and behaviour
trees. This limits most NPC AI to a particular game and
a specific role. While such NPCs might appear to own
their goals, they will hardly adapt to unanticipated player
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behaviour or changes in the game world. The latter aspect
is partly alleviated by reinforcement learning, evolutionary
approaches or planning. However, there is two caveats.
Algorithms such as Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) are
typically targeted towards maximising adversarial efficacy
against the player, resulting in blunt and single-faceted be-
haviour. Procedural personas [3] contribute to the impression
of more multi-faceted behaviour by optimising a set of pre-
specified utilities. However, even these advanced approaches
usually rely on objective functions, rewards and training
samples which are strongly tied to specific affordances of
the game world. As soon as this world changes, the basis
for their behaviour and thus their believability is lost.
An alternative approach is to use models of intrinsic
motivation [4] to drive NPC behaviour. Models of intrinsic
motivation do not rely on externally specified rewards, and
thus allow an agent to act sensibly even if its means to
interact with the world change. As intrinsic motivations are
usually aligned with key drivers of agency, this can give
the appearance of goal-directness. Merrick and Maher [5]
have used curiosity and learning progress as intrinsic reward
signals in reinforcement learning to drive NPC behaviour.
However, their NPCs work in isolation, and interactions with
the player would be incidental and likely shallow.
In this paper, we address the challenge of creating generic
adversarial NPCs, i.e. NPCs that can adapt and respond
to substantial changes in the game environment, mechanics
and a character’s abilities, and that exhibit a wide range
of new and surprising adversarial behaviours that are not
uniquely focused on winning over the player. We prose to use
the intrinsic motivation formalism of Coupled Empowerment
Minimisation (CEM) [6], an action policy based on the
information-theoretic quantity empowerment [7]. Empower-
ment quantifies the options available to an agent in terms of
availability and visibility. In the stochastic case, it generalises
to an agent’s potential and perceivable influence on the game
world, including other agents such as the player. Empow-
erment forms the basis of empowerment maximisation, an
action policy which drives agents towards states where they
have a higher influence on their environment. CEM is an
extension of this principle to the multi-agent case. The main
idea behind CEM is that an agent not only maximises its
own- but also maximises or minimises the empowerment of
one or more other characters. In previous work [6], we have
exploited the maximisation case to formalise companion-like
behaviour in a very general and flexible way. We expect the
policy to yield sensible NPC behaviour in any game where
a player’s progress towards a goal is accompanied by an
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increase in options and influence, and thus empowerment.
This is the case for most games: consider e.g. the effect of
accumulating resources and building units in strategy games,
collecting inventory items in an RPG, or using power-ups or
additional and stronger weapons in a shooter.
In this work, we look at the minimisation case to design
more believable adversarial NPCs. Our NPCs essentially
choose actions which increase their own-, and decrease
the player’s empowerment. Note that this is different from
simply maximising or minimising a utility such as score or
health, and promises to give rise to highly adaptive, unex-
pected and novel adversarial behaviour. We explore CEM to
drive adversarial NPC behaviour in different levels of a turn-
and tile-based dungeon-crawler game, where an CEM-driven
agent is confronted with changes in the environment and its
own abilities. A qualitative analysis demonstrates that CEM
yields sensible and interesting adversarial behaviour across
a range of game modes. Relating to Treanor et al. [2], we
show how different parametrisations of our policy give rise to
different adversary types, from opportunists to super-villains.
II. COUPLED EMPOWERMENT MAXIMISATION
In a nutshell, a CEM-driven agent acts to maximise
its own-, while either maximising or minimising another
agent’s empowerment. We investigate the minimisation case
here, and therefore complement previous work [6]. CEM
relies on two types of empowerment: (vanilla) empowerment
as briefly mentioned in the introduction, and the distinct
transfer-empowerment. We now introduce both quantities
formally. Our focus is on games that are discrete in time and
space. However, continuous empowerment implementations
exist. An extensive survey of motivations, intuitions and past
research on empowerment can be found in [8]. CEM has
previously been covered in [9], [6] and [10].
A. Empowerment and Transfer Empowerment
Empowerment is an information-theoretic quantity. It is
zero when the agent has no control over what it can perceive,
i.e. when all actions lead to the same or a random sensor
state, and it increases when different actions lead to separate
perceivable outcomes. We represent an agent’s actions, its
future sensor states, and the state of the environment as
random variables A, S, and R, respectively. The causal con-
ditional probability distribution p(St+1|At, rt) then models
the impact of the agent’s actions, performed in a specific
environment state Rt = rt, on its future sensor states.
For the calculation of empowerment, this distribution is
interpreted as a memoryless, potentially noisy information-
theoretic communication channel.
Vanilla empowerment Ert in a given environment state
rt is calculated as the channel capacity, corresponding to
the maximum potential information flow that an agent could
induce into its future sensor state by a suitable choice of
actions. More generally, we consider a sequence of actions
Ant = (At, . . . , At+n−1) corresponding to a lookahead of
n. With n-step empowerment we then measure an agent’s
influence on its future sensor state n steps in the future:
Enrt = maxp(ant )
I(St+n;A
n
t |rt) (1)
The term being maximised represents the mutual information
between the actuator and future sensor states, given the
current environment state rt.
Transfer empowerment ET,nrt relates the actions and sensor
of two agents: it quantifies the potential influence the active
agent’s actions have on the other’s future sensor state. The
channel capacity underlying both empowerment types can be
exactly determined using the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [11],
[12]. For an introduction to the information-theoretic notions
see [13], and [8] for a detailed introduction to empowerment.
B. Coupled Empowerment Maximisation
CEM is an extension of empowerment maximisation to
the multi-agent case, and we consequently have to account
for the actions of other agents. In this paper, we focus on
the turn-wise interaction of one NPC with the player. Each
interaction cycle is initiated by the player performing an
action, which the NPC reacts to in the next time step. Both
agents can affect the other either explicitly, or implicitly
through their impact on the shared game world. We hypoth-
esise that decreasing the player’s empowerment gives rise
to adversarial behaviour. To test this hypothesis, we model
the NPC’s policy such that it not only maximises the NPC’s
own, but also minimises the player’s empowerment:
pi(rt) = argmax
at
(
αA · E[EA,nrt+2 ]at + αP · E[EP,nrt+1 ]at + αT · E[ET,nrt+2 ]at
)
(2)
Here, parameters αA, αP and αT weight the expected adver-
sary, player and transfer n-step empowerment in the over-
all coupling. The adversary-player transfer empowerment
serves the maintenance of operational proximity: even if the
NPC cannot affect the player’s empowerment at the current
point in time, it will try to remain in states where it can
at least affect the player’s perception, and thus increase the
likelihood of affecting its empowerment in the future.
Determining the optimal action is a two-stage process.
For the first stage, we have to note that empowerment is
a state dependent quantity and the policy thus involves
expectations over the NPC’s actions. For the computation of
these policies, the NPC first determines which environment
states its own actions could yield at t + 1. This is where
the player acts next, and where player empowerment will
be computed. For the calculation of its own and adversary-
player transfer empowerment however, it needs to anticipate
the consequences of the player’s actions on the distribution
of environment states at t + 2. In the second stage, the
NPC then calculates player empowerment in t + 1, as
well as its own and transfer empowerment in t + 2. This
requires another 2n rounds of anticipation steps. For the
calculation of empowerment, the resulting environment states
are transformed to potentially limited sensor states S.
Unlike algorithms such as Minimax or MCTS, states are
uniformly expanded up to a fixed depth, and only distin-
guished in terms of whether they are perceived differently.
Here, we model the player’s policy as a uniform distribution.
C. Health-Performance Consistency
In many games, a decrease in health or a different core
game quantity does not necessarily result in the decline of a
character’s abilities. For short lookaheads n, empowerment
would thus remain unaffected. We counteract this by adopt-
ing the transformation of health-performance consistency
(HPC) from previous work [6]. It reduces the probability of
a character’s action to lead into the follow-up state originally
prescribed by the environment dynamics proportionally to its
remaining health. The more an agent’s health decreases, the
more likely its actions will be ineffective. Formally:
p(rt+1|at, rt) =
{
1− γ + γp(rt+1|at, rt), if rt+1 = rt
γp(rt+1|at, rt) else.
Here, γ = ht/hmax, the ratio of the agent’s remaining and
maximum health. This can of course be modified to model
non-linear changes. We use HPC as a means for optimisation,
but it is not a necessity: given a large enough lookahead n,
the long-term effect of decreasing an agent’s health will be
reflected in its empowerment.
III. EVALUATION
We hypothesise that CEM yields highly adaptive, adversar-
ial behaviour. The behavioural dynamics following changes
to the game might be surprising even for the game’s design-
ers, and likely increase the believability of our characters.
However, quantitative means to evaluate gameplay and player
experience provide insufficient evidence, as they cannot
capture these dynamics as well as novelty and believability
in sufficient detail. We consequently perform a qualitative,
exploratory study, providing the necessary insights for a
quantitative study to follow in future work. This evaluation
is complemented with online videos of the NPC behaviour.
A. Method
We conduct three individual experiments to test our hy-
pothesis and investigate how a CEM-driven NPC copes
with increasingly tough challenges in game development
and research: (1) predator-and-prey behaviour as present in
many games, (2) the exploitation of affordances in the agent-
environment interaction, and (3) the ability to interact with
the player from a distance. The latter is controlled by the
experimenters. To probe how CEM contributes to novelty
and adaptivity, we change the environment dynamics and
the abilities of both characters and analyse the emergent be-
haviour. Each experiment comprises a number of scenarios.
Due to the richness of our testbed, an exhaustive search
through the space of environmental features and character
abilities would be infeasible. We consequently focus on those
combinations that yield the biggest difference in emergent
behaviour. The CEM parameters, i.e. the weights α and the
agent’s lookahead n, cannot be evaluated exhaustively either
in a qualitative study. Instead, we highlight how specific
configurations allows us to model different adversary types,
thus stressing the opportunities in parameter fine-tuning.
B. Testbed
We have adopted our dungeon-crawler testbed from previ-
ous work on CEM-driven general companion NPCs [6] with
the goal to support comparisons and provide a basis for a
future joint quantitative evaluation. The testbed is discrete in
time and action/state space, which simplifies the computation
of our policy and the analysis of behaviour.
The game is populated by the player character and one
CEM-driven NPC. Characters interact in turn-wise order, and
the player must navigate to a goal-tile to win the game. All
characters have a current and maximum amount of health
points, which are indicated by numbers at the bottom of
their avatars. To provide rich challenges for adaptation, we
have extended our previous testbed substantially with both
new environmental features and character abilities. Tbl. I and
II provide an overview of the various features/abilities, their
dynamics and the rationale behind their inclusion.
The sensors of player and adversary are asymmetric,
local and non-overlapping. They are asymmetric in that the
player can also perceive the game status, while the NPC
cannot. Locality means that e.g. the NPC only perceives
the player or other dynamic game elements within a fixed
radius. This determines a character’s perceptive field, which
is only constrained by walls. Other characters within that
field are sensed by their id and relative position. In addition
to its own position, sensors only comprise the agent’s own
rotation and health, but do not allow introspection into
other characters. This separation is crucial to avoid overlap
between empowerment types.
We assume a default configuration of our agents which is
adapted in the experiments. In this minimal setup, characters
can only idle and move. Their sensor is limited to a three-
cell radius. Furthermore, they are initialised with two of two
health points (ht, hmax = 2). This allows them to take damage
without dying right away, and to make use of rechargers.
We compute empowerment for a 3-step lookahead (n=3),
and assume an initial weighting of αA=.5, αP=−.5 and
αT=.1. In this initial setup, the CEM-driven NPC bases
its decision-making on the maximisation of its own, and
on the minimisation of the player’s empowerment to the
same extent. We later deviate from this equilibrium and
show how unbalanced configurations yield radically different
behaviours. Parameters are then chosen from αA, αT ∈ [0, 1]
and αP ∈ [−1, 0]. In our experiments, actions are always
chosen greedily with respect to the policy. We only report on
these settings if they deviate from the default configuration.
C. Experiment 1: Predator-and-Prey
The goal of the first experiment is to illustrate the different
forces within CEM, and to highlight the policy’s potential to
give rise to the classic predator-and-prey behaviour which
is quintessential to many games. Fig. 1a shows the initial
state of the environment, consisting of an arena surrounded
by walls, divided by a wall with small spaces on the sides to
pass through. The adversary (’A’, orange) is at the top and
faces south, while the player (’P’, purple) is situated at the
TABLE I: Level elements in dungeon-crawler testbed
Sprite Type Dynamics Reason for inclusion
Goal Once the character moves on this tile, the game is won. To provide a gradient for progression within a level.
Wall Immovable obstacle. Cannot be penetrated by attacks,
and hides anything behind from character’s perception.
To structure level and provide choke points for specific
interactions. Allows for discovery of hidden elements.
Lava Decreases a character’s health by a fixed amount for
each time step it remains on the field.
Structures environment further and introduces health
trade-offs. Allows for rich interaction with pushing.
Recharger Increases a character’s health by a fixed amount for
each time step it remains on the field.
Makes health a manageable and expendable resource
that might be traded for other gains.
Turret Shoots arrow, inflicting a fixed health damage on the
first character being hit. Here pointing east.
Serves as threat separate from characters’ attack facil-
ities, and bears danger of self-inflicted damage.
Trigger Activates connected turret for each time step that a
character remains on the tile.
Triggers can be far off the activated turret and thus
allow to strike remotely.
TABLE II: Character abilities in dungeon-crawler testbed
Action Dynamics Reason for inclusion
Idle Causes no change to the current game state. Represents fallback if other actions are disadvantageous.
Move Move non-diagonally into adjacent cell if there is no
obstacle. Otherwise only changes character orientation.
Common mechanic allowing for exploration, hiding and
change of position as reaction to other characters.
Push In addition to moving, shift adjacent characters in the
movement direction if there is no obstruction.
Allows for complex interactions with the environment by
pushing others into lava, rechargers, or a turret’s target range.
Fly Allows to move over lava fields without taking damage.
The character can still benefit from rechargers.
A way to access previously inaccessible parts of a level, and
make other characters face new obstacles.
Melee attack Causes damage to adjacent characters if being faced.
The amount of health damage is predefined.
Common mechanic for predator-and-prey scenarios. Requires
to run away or attack from a distance before others close.
Range attack Reduces health of first character in current direction
within attack range. Damage and range are predefined.
Allows to imbalance attack options based on spatial proxim-
ity, making seeking cover a sensible move to escape damage.
Heal Increases health of adjacent, faced character by fixed
amount and up to maximum health for that character.
To check if an action which conventionally does not feature
in player-adversary interaction is chosen and to what effect.
bottom and faces north. Their perceptive field is shown in
orange and purple, respectively.
We have made this environment deliberately simple to
familiarise the reader with the different empowerment types
in the CEM policy. Fig. 1b shows the adversary NPC’s
empowerment for a 3-step lookahead. Each hue indicates the
agent’s empowerment if it was moved to that position, but the
player’s position remained the same. Brighter hues represent
higher empowerment. In the default configuration, the agents
can only move or idle, and empowerment is consequently
very sensitive to degrees of freedom in movement: it is lower
where the agent would be blocked, e.g. close to walls and
corners. The choke point between the middle and side walls
has particularly low empowerment, separating the lower and
upper parts of the environment into distinct gradients with
local maxima. The player’s 3-step empowerment is very
similar, given that both agents by default possess the same
abilities. Fig. 1c illustrates the transfer empowerment from
the adversary to the player, for different positions of the
adversary. Recall that this empowerment type corresponds to
the influence the NPC has on the player’s sensor. Hence, for
n=1, it is only non-zero within the player’s perceptive field.
For larger lookaheads in contrast, it fades out to states from
which the NPC could influence the player’s perception with
some n-step action sequences (Fig. 1d). This demonstrates
that transfer empowerment does not measure perceptibility,
but operational-, or in this case, spatial proximity.
The contrast between adversary- and adversary-player
transfer empowerment highlights how the different empower-
ment types compete in the CEM policy: If the adversary NPC
only considered transfer empowerment, it would move closer
to the player; maximising its own empowerment however
would require to stay in the middle of the upper part
and avoid the choke points on the sides. This trade-off is
mediated by the α-weights, which can be used to design for
different behaviours. Consider the following example: If we
equip our adversary NPC with the ability to perform range
attacks but stick to the default parameter setup, it remains
in the upper area. Nonetheless, if the player moves into this
territory, it is killed with two directed shots. We classify this
type of adversary as opportunist. In contrast, if we increase
the negative weight of the player’s- while decreasing the
(a) Initial state (b) EA,3 (c) ET,1 (d) ET,3
Fig. 1: Experiment 1. Initial state with perceptive field of adversary and player, followed by adversary (EA,n) and adversary-
player transfer empowerment (ET,n), the latter for lookaheads n = 1, 3. Brighter hues indicate higher empowerment.
Fig. 2: Experiment 1. “Daredevil” adversary (αA = .0, αP = −1.0 and αT = .1) chasing the player with a range attack.
weight of the NPC’s own empowerment (αA=.1, αP=−1.0),
the NPC is more inclined to trade-off losses in its own- for
the decimation of player empowerment. As a result, we get
a daredevil adversary1, chasing and shooting the player as
illustrated in Fig. 2. As final scenario, we investigate the
adaptivity of our NPC by equipping the player with a range
attack action as well. A video2 shows how the adversary
adapts to this new threat by dodging and keeping distance.
This experiment shows that CEM can yield adaptive
adversarial behaviour, including the classic predator-and-prey
behaviour present in many games. Furthermore, it highlights
that the CEM weights should not be considered a burden, but
rather a feature to create different personas, thus increasing
the believability of our NPCs while overcoming the weak-
nesses of utility-based agents outlined in the introduction.
D. Experiment II: Exploiting Affordances
In a sufficiently complex game, the wealth of possible
interactions between a character’s abilities and features of the
environment becomes hard to anticipate even for the game’s
designers. As a consequence, most hand-crafted NPCs do
not fully exploit these interactions. In more open-ended
algorithms such as MCTS, this anticipation problem creeps
into the definition of the optimisation objective, resulting
in blunt adversary behaviour. Empowerment is defined on
an agent’s possible interactions with its world, and should
thus be sensitive to any interaction between any type of
“functional content” [14]. In our second experiment, we
thus investigate if a CEM-driven NPC can leverage the
1Video online: youtu.be/MVthwbhUNTA
2Video online: youtu.be/9WoMKJAwl6k
possible interactions that a game affords to the full extent
for adversarial behaviour. Because tiny changes to e.g. the
environment or an agent’s abilities can turn the emerging
gameplay upside down, we start with a simple environment
and extend it gradually to investigate CEM-driven adaptation.
Fig. 4a shows the initial state of the environment, where
adversary and player face each other in an arena surrounded
by lava. If an agent happens to step on the lava, its health
decreases by one unit per time step. In order to examine
longer interaction sequences, we extend our characters’
health to four units (ht, hmax = 4). Mediated by health-
performance-consistency, a decrease in health results in
lower empowerment even for small lookaheads. The NPC’s
3-step empowerment (Fig. 4b) is thus lower in the lava, and
decreases the further away the agent is from the platform,
where only few action sequences lead back alive.
Under the default configuration, the NPC closes up to the
player and blocks it to reduce the latter’s movement and
thus empowerment. If we give the NPC the ability to push
though, the dynamics change considerably: As illustrated in
Fig. 3 and in a video3, the NPC then destroys the player
by pushing it into the lava. Importantly, it blocks the player
from returning to the platform, no matter which path the
latter chooses. The policy thus captures how the agent’s new
ability, in interaction with the environment, can be exploited
the decrease the player’s empowerment – resulting in more
challenging and arguably novel gameplay.
But what happens if we give the NPC an action which is
typically not associated with adversaries, such as healing?
Our next scenario shows that this surprisingly takes the
3Video online: youtu.be/-Stm59llrDs
Fig. 3: Experiment 2 (Detail). Adversary pushing player into lava and blocking it from returning to the platform.
(a) Initial state (b) EA,3
(c) EA,3, flying (d) EA,3, recharger
Fig. 4: Experiment 2. Initial state with perceptive field and
3-step empowerment for different modifications.
adverseness of our NPC to a new level: equipped with the
ability to heal the player by one health unit per time step,
it still pushes the player into the lava. However, once the
player is close to ceasing, the NPC uses its healing action to
keep the player alive4. Crucially, the player’s health in this
situation would be too low to make it back to the platform.
Our CEM-driven NPC thus acts in best super-villain style,
and in stark contrast to e.g. MCTS with the only objective
to destroy: it just keeps the player’s health sufficiently
high to exercise control over it – thus optimising its own
empowerment – while keeping the player’s empowerment
low. We can modulate this behaviour by changing the weight
parameters: if we reduce αA, the NPC lets the player die.
Maximising empowerment cannot only be achieved by
controlling other characters; in scenarios like the present, it
4Video online: youtu.be/fy-2hRf-4L8
also requires to engage in acts of self-preservation. Dodging
attacks by the player as in the previous experiment is such an
act. However, previously both agents had identical abilities,
which is uncommon in most games. To examine whether
CEM can exploit inequalities between characters to further
both self-preservation and adverseness, we allow our NPC
to range-attack and fly, while the player is limited to melee
attacks on the ground. In our testbed, a character that can fly
is not affected by the hazardous effect of lava, and the NPC’s
empowerment is thus not affected by the lava anymore, but
only by the surrounding walls and the player (cf. Fig. 4b and
4c). With its new ability, our NPC now dodges the player’s
melee attacks by escaping over the lava. Once the player
veers away from the NPC, it returns and attacks from a
distance5. Note that, using a uniform model of the player’s
policy, the NPC expects the player to remain on the platform
no more than following it into the lava. However, this would
result in a decrease of the player’s empowerment – which
would be welcome to the NPC trying to minimise it.
In our last scenario, we stress another aspect of self-
preservation: not escaping harm, but recovering from it. If
we allow our characters to push and perform melee attacks,
the NPC engages in close combat, using both direct attacks
and pushing the player into the lava. Meanwhile, if we put
a recharge unit in the middle of the platform, the characters
start competing for the scarce resource: once the NPC’s
health gets close to zero, it captures the recharge tile to
recover, pushing the player off if necessary6. The NPC’s em-
powerment heatmap for a lower health state ht = 2, hmax = 4
(Fig. 4d) highlights the effect of the recharge station - like
a beacon in the reward landscape. This second experiment
support our hypothesis that CEM-driven agents can adapt to-
and exploit changes in the environment and in their abilities.
E. Experiment III: Distant Threats
The most challenging adversaries are arguably those that
strike from a distance, where they remain unaffected by our
actions, and potentially also undetected. An NPC that would
be inferior in direct combat could cast spells, order air strikes
or control traps and doors remotely. In our last experiment,
we investigate if CEM allows for such behaviour to emerge.
Key to such behaviour is player and transfer empower-
ment, with transitions towards direct interactions being facil-
itated by trading off the NPC’s own empowerment. We have
designed our last experiment to provoke such a transition
and examine the interplay of these three components. In the
5Video online: youtu.be/tSzYLaCDXiI
6Video online: youtu.be/WoWfLRlY2LY
Fig. 5: Experiment 3. Adversary harming player by triggering turrets remotely, eventually destroying it with a range attack.
(a) Initial state (b) ET,3
(c) ET,3 (d) ET,3
Fig. 6: Experiment 3. Initial state, followed by adversary
EA,n and adversary-player transfer empowerment ET,n, the
latter for three different player positions. Lookahead n = 3.
initial state (Fig. 6a), the player starts on the lower right in
a corridor, while the NPC is situated on the upper left in an
open area, separated by a wall with two passages. The player
faces three turrets, two on the sides and one ahead. The
corresponding triggers are positioned in front of the NPC.
Both characters have the ability to perform a range attack.
The NPC’s own empowerment in this state does not
convey any information about the best trigger to affect
the player, as it only quantifies the NPC’s influence on
its own sensor state. Player- and transfer empowerment in
contrast both work as proxy to the player’s condition: transfer
empowerment measures the impact of turret-triggering on
the player’s health, which is captured in the latter’s sensor;
the player’s health in turn affects the player’s empowerment,
which can be exploited by the NPC. Figs. 6b – 6d show how
transfer empowerment peaks on- and around the triggers for
player positions in the shooting range of different turrets.
Following the CEM policy, the NPC triggers the correct
turrets to hit the player on its way towards the goal tile (Fig.
5 1–4). When the player moves between turrets, the NPC
positions itself where it can strike quickest, i.e. between the
triggers. Once the player gets closer to the goal and thus to
the open passage towards the adversary, the latter trades off
its own- against the increase of transfer empowerment: the
spatial proximity of the player results in a transfer empow-
erment gradient which the NPC could follow to eventually
attack the player directly. By doing so however, the NPC
risks its own empowerment to be decreased by a counter-
attack. In the present configuration, the adversary eventually
moves away from the triggers and attacks the player directly
(Fig. 5, last and video7). Meanwhile, decreasing the NPC’s
health (ht=1, hmax=2) makes it remain at its current position
and shoot the player from a distance8. This experiment
supports that CEM also yields complex remote interactions.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our CEM-driven NPC not only proved to be very sensitive
to changes in the environment and its own abilities; we
also demonstrated how small modifications of the weights
can switch behavioural patterns, and yield different character
types such as opportunists, daredevils and “super-villains”.
Our experiments however have also pointed out the im-
portance of incorporating stronger assumptions about the
player’s policy to yield more believable behaviour. At
present, the NPC assumes all player actions in a given state
to be equally likely. Thus, while the CEM policy equips
the NPC with a drive for survival and self-defense, no such
assumption is present in the model of the player’s policy.
More than that, the adversary-player relationship is one-
sided: while the NPC would select its actions to diminish
the player’s empowerment, the player is not assumed to have
a negative bias. We think that empowerment can be used
successfully to induce such a bias into the NPC’s model of
the player’s policy, while maintaining the generality of the
approach. Importantly, assuming the player to minimise the
NPC’s empowerment would be short-sighted: unless fighting
adversaries contributes explicitly to achieving a game’s goal,
a human player might be more inclined to evade adversaries
than to attack them. Instead, we suggest to go one step
further and model the player as maximising empowerment
itself. This should yield a good prior particularly in games
where progress is aligned with an increase in options and
7Video online: youtu.be/qBTdGCkspA4
8Video online: youtu.be/HnVE-IHmGG8
influence. We presently do not represent the player’s goal in
the policy model, but CEM operates implicitly on the player’s
trajectories towards goal achievement. Ultimately, we expect
the quality of adversarial behaviour to increase further when
inferring and modelling these goals explicitly.
Another question arising from our experiments is how
challenge induced by CEM-driven adversary NPCs can be
modulated to produce a well-balanced player experience
[15]. Given that our NPCs adapt to changes in their abilities,
such modulation can be facilitated by the classic means of
balancing the characters’ abilities with respect to the envi-
ronment. But CEM offers additional alternatives. Adjusting
the weight parameters allows us to model characters that
challenge us in different ways: an adversary can be made
aggressive or more cautious, only fighting back if they are
confronted directly. Furthermore, noise can be introduced
into the NPCs model of the environment dynamics, making
it overconfident or insecure about their own and other char-
acters’ possible interactions with the world. Finally, biases
can also be introduced into the NPC’s model of the player’s
policy, rendering the latter e.g. as anticipated threat or
harmless peer. We expect this to yield particularly interesting
gameplay in combination with online model learning.
We finally want to address the scalability of CEM. In order
to discriminate small effects of the underlying quantities in
this study, we have computed coupled empowerment exhaus-
tively. However, this comes with exponential computational
complexity, mostly due to the calculation of the forward
transitions and the channel capacity. In recent years, several
approximations for the maximisation of mutual information,
underlying empowerment, have been proposed, drawing on
variational inference and deep neural networks [16], [17],
[18]. We believe that these are presently the most promising
candidates to increase the scalability of CEM. Furthermore,
the lookahead in CEM can be increased by utilising macro-
actions. In sufficiently large action spaces, Monte-Carlo
sampling of action sequences (cf. [19]) is also likely to yield
good approximations. Finally, more informed policy models
could not only increase the quality of behaviour, but also be
used to prune the search tree.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have set out to provide an open-ended action policy
for NPCs to leverage any interaction a game affords, and
to adapt to changes in a game with the ultimate goal to
design more believable characters. In previous work, we have
proposed to use CEM to engineer general companion NPCs
that yield a large variety of new and potentially surprising,
supportive behaviours. In this paper, we have adopted the
action policy to give rise to adversarial behaviour. We have
shown by means of a qualitative study that minimising the
player’s empowerment in a CEM policy yields rich adversar-
ial behaviour, based on our NPC’s successful exploitation of
interaction affordances, and the adaptation to changes to its
own- and the player’s abilities, as well as to the environment.
Our NPC has used its abilities, e.g. to heal, in ways that we
would find surprising even in respect to human opponents.
Our study has provided valuable insights towards increas-
ing the believability of our NPCs further, which we plan to
use in a quantitative evaluation to conclude this proof-of-
concept. We will employ AI playing agents to remove any
experimenter bias, and investigate the suitability of CEM
to drive both adversarial and supportive behaviour based
on objective metrics such as goal achievement, as well as
subjective measures of player experience. Given the present
observations, we are confident that our participants will
not be bored with stereotypical adversary behaviour, but
encounter genuinely new and surprising ways to be mean.
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